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TX:  21.07.10 - Home Access

PRESENTER:  WINIFRED ROBINSON


ROBINSON
If you live in England and you have a child with a disability or a learning difficulty how do you fancy a free computer, internet access and all the necessary kit to help your child to use it?  Well that's what's on offer and there's public money set aside for it.  The idea is that children with disabilities will get a lot from using computers.  The promotional video for the scheme features Kimberley Portilla, a teacher in Oldham with Rhianna.

PORTILLA
Well I've worked with Rhianna now for 12 months, she's a very, very determined little girl, she's got so much character, she's fantastic.  Rhianna has epilepsy which is controlled through medication and on top of which she has global development delay and these are both quite profound.  It's a massive motivator for Rhianna, the computer, she's bringing things from home to school as well, so it's a two-way street.

Rhianna, because of her epilepsy, can sometimes regress and lose skills anyway.  If she hasn't got this at home the skills that she acquires - they're not going to be embedded and she'll lose them and that would be really sad.

Whereas we used to look at computers as a luxury, as almost like a game, weren't they, they're not now, they're a necessity, they're a part, especially where education's concerned and to deny some children that opportunity is wrong.

ROBINSON
Kimberley Portilla with Rhianna.

Well if you want one of those computers I'm afraid you're going to have to be quick.  Nigel Lewis knows how to go about getting one, he's from Ability Net and it's a charity that's helping with this whole project.  Nigel, just give us a bit of background would you - what is this project and why was it set up in the first place?

LEWIS
Well the home access project in its entirety is to provide up to about 250 young people from school years three through to nine access to technology in their own homes.

ROBINSON
You said 250, is it ...

LEWIS
Thousand, yes 250,000 yes in their own home, so to give them a computer and the broadband access that they don't have because they're on low income families and therefore are disadvantaged from learning and being able to do their schoolwork from home.  So that's what it's there for and part of the programme is targeting to try and reach out to 12,000 of those with children with disabilities to provide them the assistive technology as well as the computer and the training and the support so that they can use the technology which will benefit them throughout their lives because there's real evidence, and no doubt from the work we've done in Ability Net, that if we can help somebody at a very young age, not only does it improve their chances in education but benefits them throughout their lives.

ROBINSON
So as I understand it the money, the pot of money's almost gone, there's this bit set aside for children with disability and learning difficulties, so who will be eligible - is this means tested as well?

LEWIS
Well the families have to be low income families with free school meals and they have to have children with disability.  As I understand it Michael Gove has ring fenced £24 million worth of money to see this programme through but time is running out.  The main programme's been running from January, the programme to support disabled children has started and people really need to get in, make their applications and go through the process and get this equipment that is free to them for the first year.

ROBINSON
How do you do it, how do you make the application?

LEWIS
There's two routes.  So obviously there's a website for all things which is homeaccess.org.uk but some of these people probably won't have access to the internet, so there is a number which is 0333 2001004.  So if they ring up they can get an application pack.  But also all the schools and the local authorities should know about this scheme, so they can approach their local school and get some help there as well, do it quick because we're very close to the summer break or their local authorities as well.

ROBINSON
Is there a deadline or is it a case of first come, first served?

LEWIS
It'd definitely a first come, first served, it's a finite pot of money, it's aimed to try and help approximately 12,000, so get in is my advice as quickly as possible.

ROBINSON
Now as I understand it it isn't just physical and mental disability, it's also learning difficulties, what would that cover?

LEWIS
Yes, so anybody with any form of disability, so whether that is physical, mental or cognitive.  So if somebody does have a learning disability, so perhaps they have dyslexia for example or ADHD or whatever, so they have attention deficit disorders, any form ...

ROBINSON
Sorry to interrupt - would you need a statement of educational need, you know one of those - would you need to be, as they say, statemented?

LEWIS
That would help but no, not to my knowledge anyway.

ROBINSON
And this money has been set aside for England only, do you know if there's anything like this anywhere else in the UK?

LEWIS
Not to my knowledge unfortunately.  I mean it's a great scheme and there's hundreds of thousands of children out there that do need support across the country.

ROBINSON
Well Nigel Lewis thanks very much for coming in and there's a link to the Home Access website and a telephone number on our website now.  If you don't have internet access that number to ring is 0333 2001004.


